ON WEATHER

1. A GOLDEN DROP
Taste so fine, chew your cheese
Find this night, insanity
Holding deep, holding hands
You don’t see another man
Finding fate in your sleep
Going down, no liberty
Holding deep golden night
Going in holding tight
Going down, golden sleep
Going in, going deep
Now you see violate
On your knees you supplicate
Cannot give, going deep
Shake my head, kick my feet
Keep my time going down
Shake my lid, break my crown
Can it be crazy time
In my loins, goes to the bone
Golden drop this will be
Going down, hallowed here
Move your lips, fall in two
Same old thing what you do
Holding it don’t you see
Falling down, falling me

2. CONVULUTED
Reservations in heaven
Holding on for dear life for the slip away
Only crowns are delivered
See the light and feel the time in every day
I feel the aggravation
Slowing down to find another chemistry
Crying out ever louder
Moving all the sets of rising imagery
Take it all in desperate condition
Simply amazing this final omission
Crazy old heaven with crazy old ways
Crazy old man that I’m having to play
Reservations in heaven
Why don’t you go find yourself another place
Sinister faults in jungles
Realize it’s nothing you will want to face
Find another symptom
Brush away the tears of all whose lonely way
Feel another visit
From a wise man as he quietly slips away
It’s not the same as it is for the innocent
It’s not the roaming that kills all the innocence
A final inducement will kill all the memories
You find yourself falling along with the memories
Reservations in heaven
Holding on for dear life for the slip away
Only crowns are delivered
See the light and feel the time in every day
I feel the aggravation
Slowing down to find another chemistry
Crying out ever louder
Moving all the sets of rising imagery

3. DIDO’S REVENGE
Why you want to hurt me
I don’t know
Why you want to leave me
I don’t know
Why are you the martyr
I don’t know
Why is it the fashion
I don’t know
Why don’t you go blind
Desperate times have fallen
Down on me
I am crying, I’m calling
Out to you
You won’t ever answer
I love you
You won’t ever tell me
I love you
Why don’t you go blind

4. FLURRIES
Cold wind have you ever seen
Shoo shoo with another wind
Holding with a winter view
Cold and with a bitter view
Taking another knee
Having a colder me
Shiva colored in revelry
Shiva having a roll to be
She was liking my levity
Kneeling lacking in brevity
Lonely watching the slide in me
Lonely having no time for me
Shiva no more a rest for me
Shiva lonely in rest of me
Feeling all of the cold inside
Peaceful isn’t it cold inside
Lonely having this life of ease
Lonely living without your peace
Shiva give me a rest from wind
Shiva leaving me to my end
Calling you have no empathy
Waiting for the winter sea
Pulling all the cold from me
Rolling all the stones from me
Leaving me in this place
Faking a state of grace
Shiva manners in agony
Shiva tattered in sin will be

5. HEAVY TRAFFIC
Coming out I see the flies
Coming out I see their manes
Looking like a pride of lions
In a pack of traffic haze
I don’t see their ivory semen
Running down from hairy balls
I can’t count the eyes upon them
I don’t know if they have lids
Risen from the bloody maggots
Risen from the eggs in vain
See them congregate on feces
See them jump among the panes
Upside down they lay together
Upside down in death they hang
Dessicated bodies laying
Fragile with a brittle crust
Exoskeletons are piled
On the sills of fetid dust
Neighbors come to rustle under
Juiceless hairy monoliths
See the body of a rodent
Covered in the party there
Having them just one last supper
Dying in the heated air

6. LUXOR IN TRANSIT
You don’t take that hollow wisdom
Find out where everyone in heaven
You say that all the misery
Crawls out with a hollow winter
No mortal realistic
Find out where the monolithic
Get crowned with a hollow wisdom
Can’t stay with immortal fashion
Realize in a house of stable
Those eyes haven’t crossed a finger
With tribes of an ancient attic
With stones of a living angel
That cat was alive with anger
He spat there upon the granite
His dream was a mighty warrior
His call was a horn of plenty
Witness is have another sable
Brought bread and wine to the table
You made it all of your business
Find time to spread it on the table
Candy face, roll in time
Realize all in mind
Candy face, real time
Realize, roll in time

7. MERCURY
Can I lie about a little peace
She said I haven’t time
Holding out in every sense
Holding on was so sublime
She said all the right things
She said it all in rhyme
She held me in her nation
She said that all was gone
Pulling out another broken day
Fooling me is all but ancient
Pulling out in hardened ways
Heading out into the mercury
She comes along a sunny beach
I see her walking down a boulevard
Find a simple golden strand
We find another way back home again
She comes along and smiles a little bit
In a little bit she comes along
She comes along to wipe my brow
And brush away a little pain
Take another shot at peace
Pray the angels come to earth again
She comes along and smiles a little bit
In a little bit she comes along

8. RAYS OF TIME
Creosote in a hollow way
Realize that nothing in there’s a hollow day
Pesticides follow EPA
Killing of things that are running around in my head today
Criticize my own wallow moan
Rummaging through the attics of a follow home
Sanitize come and see my face
Rationale wasn’t ever the strength of a burden
Recently I’m a newborn child
Bearing such gifts as another man’s head on a pike of iron
Beetles fly in the heat tonight
Shining with iridescence so blue and green in flight
Rays of time haven’t seen the space
Knocking on doors that are empty and void of a human face
Majesties of a symbol there
Climbing in luxury, climbing alone up the hidden stare

9. SINISTER
I’m a ragdoll in disguise
Shake and dive and call and rise
Freud was balls in the dead of night
See my eyes are hidden in fright
Shame all ways are bitten by hate
Breast of collies are bound by fate
Olden times, olden ways
Black bar sinister has it’s way
The days and nights
Blowing in the wind
The days and nights
Shimmy in the halls of sane
Sleeping that time and salivate same
When the giant was an average rage
Man born bleak on a hill of stone
Lend that folly to a beast unknown
Fear now strikes my feet of clay
Poor little monsters come today
Rise and shine no more I’ll see
Lapidary crystals blaze in me
The days and nights
Blowing in the wind
The days and nights
Shimmy in the halls of sane

10. STAY CALM
I follow my day with status confusion
To see the walls in a sense of confusion
Danger involved in another collision
I leave my mind with a gash of contusion
The danger is all that I ever can see
Anticipate throwing it down there for me
Still I look inside where I can feel panic
Take a deep breath and I’ll keep me from manic
You find, you say
The stares of others
I find can’t take
The shout of angels
You find mistakes
Have raised their egos
I see mistakes
Mistakes of others
I’ve finally reached my sense of indictment
It closes upon me in terms of confinement
Such sinister forces are bringing the fevers
I’m searching for chemistry looking for heroes
The cackling of laughter is all that I hear
The spaces of emptiness creeping so near
I count on weather to cause me more distance
I count on weather to calm my insistence
You find, you say
The stares of others
I find can’t take
The shout of angels
You find mistakes
Have raised their egos
I see mistakes
Mistakes of others

11. THE MISCARRIAGE
Holding down a relationship
It’s indeed a wintry day without a windless sun
Holding down in relations with
Hidden deep all the world is pain
You hold it down with a severed kiss
A belief in times even though they’ve wandered off
Hold it tight up against your will
As the seasons fly away and the geese are going nowhere
Realize it’s the simple things
Battered down from a loss within
Flight is gone to another place
And a massive ride with a birth that never happened
Calling out with a voice so weak
With a distant sense of a loss that’s always sacred
You open up to a world of grief
Like an ancient pool of water, you will always find peace
Holding on to a lie of love
In a newly fractured reason, in an ending from above
Realize it’s the simple things
Battered down from a loss within

12. TORNADO
Blue night, cold hands, cold face, cold eyes on me
You wean, you wait, you sound, you long to fuse
The rose, I can’t, go far, go levy down
You woo, a land, I fall, all over ground
Please you, hold on, hold out, all over down
A spice, in fact, one stop, one act of iron
To lose, your fate, your stance, your way of life
In spite, of that, you called, you came on time
You like, cold days, hot nights, and every sword
All gone, is truth, is hate, is youth despair

13. XENON
Rikki Tikki Tikki Tavi
Sitting on a very ugly day
Waiting for another magic
Waiting for another easy play
Rikki Tikki Tikki Tavi
Settle for a minor empathy
Did you find the door was open
Did you see another scary clown
Rikki Tikki Tikki Tavi
Sitting on a pile of lumber take
Find another jellied roller
Find another jar of hollow cream
Rikki Tikki Tikki Tavi
Finally the mongoose lost his way
Simple as the grass that’s growing
Melt into the sun a chocolate day
Brush away the skinny little hair
Jump alone and see another face
Lick the mirror and be a tiny peacock
Crawl to floor and wiggle like an insect
Rikki Tikki Tikki Tavi
Sitting on a box of angry nails
Slip into a moisture headache
Fall into a crack in wall of paint
Rikki Tikki Tikki Tavi
Take another purple out to sea
Trip along the daisy curtains
Lie among the bunny covered floor

